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Duck



In the nest

Inside this egg a new duckling is 
growing. It is me! I am  
just beginning to hatch.



In the nest

My mother has laid her eggs in this nest. 
She sits on them to keep them warm.



 Just hatched
I’m done chipping away
my shell and now I’m    
pushing myself out.

Whew! Finally, I’m 
out of my egg.



 Just hatched I can see, hear, stand, and walk.
  I can cheep, too. 
   Have you seen my mother?



First swim
I am two days old now. I am going 
to the pond for my first swim.

As soon as I am in the water, 
I start to swim.



First swim I use my webbed feet to push 
me through the water.



Feeding

I am seven days old and 
getting bigger. 
I like to explore new things.



Feeding

Now I’ve jumped right into the bowl!

This bowl has water in it. 
I search with my beak for 
things to eat.



  

In the water

I am two weeks old and I 
love to swim in the water.

I dabble in the water 
for things to eat.



  

In the water

I shake the water 
off my feathers.



New feathers

I stay close to the other 
ducklings. Our mother 
watches for danger.

I am three weeks old. My 
yellow down is falling out 
and new white feathers 
are beginning  
to grow.



New feathers

Sometimes we huddle together. Our 
fuzzy feathers help keep us warm.



   

Almost grown up

I am six weeks old and 
almost grown up.

All my feathers are white and my 
wings are bigger and stronger.



   

Almost grown up See how much I have grown. This 
bowl is small now, but it seemed 
big when I first jumped into it!



The egg
One hour old

Seven days old Two weeks old

Two days old

See how I grew



Three weeks old Six weeks old

See how I grew







Bunny 
See a tiny pink baby grow into a bouncy white rabbit 

ISBN 978-0-7566-3264-9

Butterfly 
Watch a butterfly come out from its cocoon and spread its wings 

ISBN 978-0-7566-3014-0

Chick  
See an egg hatch and a chick emerge 

ISBN 978-0-7566-3015-7 

Duck 
Watch a tiny yellow duckling become a beautiful white duck 

ISBN 978-0-7566-3263-2

Frog 
Watch a frog develop from frog spawn to tadpole to leaping frog 

ISBN 978-0-7566-3016-4

Kitten
See a tiny kitten become a playful young cat 

ISBN 978-0-7566-3017-1

Pig
Watch a piglet change into a big chubby pig 

ISBN 978-0-7566-3018-8

Puppy
See a playful puppy grow into a mature dog  

ISBN 978-0-7566-3019-5
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$3.99 USA
$4.99 Canada

Discover more at
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Not suitable for children 
under 36 months

Other titles in the series:

Follow an adorable duckling on its path from egg to adult in 
this fun and informative picture book. With step-by-step photos, friendly text, 
and a sheet of colorful duckling stickers, this is a delightful introduction to 

animal life stages for parents and children to share.

Discover more at
www.dk.com

See how I grow from a tiny yellow duckling 
into a beautiful white duck.

$3.99 USA 
$4.99 Canada
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